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Abstract: With the mature technology of software component and software architecture, software reuse has achieved significant progress. However, dynamic reusing software architecture such as in the condition of changing requirements under non-stopping condition at runtime remains a challenge. Reflection is the ability that a system performs the computing about itself. Based on reflection, in this paper, a reflective architecture RSA4RDC was constructed to support architecture dynamic reuse, and also the design framework, primitives, and process were illustrated.

1 Introduction

Software reuse refers to the process during similar or identical software products used repeatedly in multiple software producing or process. With the emergence of software architecture, the component technology came out and become mature, software reuse has achieved significant progress.

However, dynamic reusing of coarse-grained elements, such as software architecture, still does not have much. Traditionally, reusing software architecture is done at design phase: according to the requirement of the system, designers reuse the architectural constituents by incorporating the existing elements into the architecture. However, with respect to the systems which are non-stopping, having change
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requirements, and have to evolve continuously [1], the design phase and running phase are overlapping. Traditional reuse method is insufficient to deal with such condition.

The common way to deal with the system with continuous evolving architecture is to define the possible evolving strategy at the design phase of architecture. At run-time, the system will execute the architecture evolution automatically while the evolving conditions are satisfied. But such approach could not be used in the system with changing requirement at run-time. Because the changing requirement is not predictable, it could not be considered at design phase.

Focus on these issues, this paper proposed a design and reuse architecture method at run-time, which called reuse software through dynamic composition. The research work was based on reflection mechanism; it provided an approach to reuse architecture constituents by manipulating architecture. Based on reflective, it uses the meta-information about the architecture to provide the designers and tools with the operation and process of reusing architecture.

In this article, we constructed architecture—RSA4RDC (Reflective Software Architecture for Reusing SA through Dynamic Composition) to support dynamic composition reuse of the architecture at design time, provided a framework and process of reuse through dynamic composition in RSA4RDC, in this article, a simple case was given to illustrate on how to use the framework and process..

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model of reflective architecture for reuse through dynamic composition, specifies the elements of architecture. Section 3 illustrates the framework, the operation primitives, and process for reuse. In section 4, an example is given to illustrate how to use the framework and process to gain a new system in runtime. And in section 5, a conclusion is given by comparing some relative research work.

2 RSA4RDC

2.1 Reflective Software Architecture for reuse

In order to redesign the architecture at run-time, we need explicit data structure to represent and control of the run-time architecture of the system. Explicitly representing the design information of architecture could support the architecture design at run-time. For this end, our approach is to construct a reflective architecture for reuse through dynamic composition: RSA4RDC.

Reflection is the ability that a system performs the computing about itself [2]. In a software system, reflection has enabled a program to access the internal structure and behavior of itself, and to manipulate its own structure and modify its own behavior in runtime. Thus software system could adapt itself to the changing conditions, which has more flexibility for the system.

Introduction reflection mechanism into architecture, a reflective architecture which could perform the computing about itself is constructed [3 - 5]. RSA4RDC is a kind of reflective architecture that used for dynamic reuse; it split a system into two parts explicitly: one is base-level architecture which executes business process; the
other is meta-level architecture which monitors base-level architecture. By using the reflection, the whole software system could dynamically changes at run-time. So we also could design the system through dynamic composition architecture constitute. Figure 1 represents the structure of RSA4RDC.

![Diagram of RSA4RDC structure]

Fig. 1. The structure of RSA4RDC

Comparing to the non-reflective architecture, component/connector in non-reflective architecture has their counterpart in the base-level of RSA4RDC, and meta-component/meta-connector in meta-level of RSA4RDC. The meta-information of the base-level architecture could support the management and manipulation of the reuse process of base-level architecture. Therefore at the design-time, by separating the concerns, it could help us to do the design at different abstractions and simplify the design and promote reusability.

2.2 RSA4RDC base-level architecture

The base-level architecture is the space of implement business requirement, which is about the assignment of responsibility of the system. It is composed of components and connectors, component is the basic unit to implement the functions, while connector is an explicit entity which binds the component together and plays the role of coordination between components [6].

2.3 RSA4RDC meta-level architecture

The meta-level architecture is the space of monitor base-level architecture, which could obtain the base-level architecture information such as constitute, topology, linkage and runtime information, and also could new, delete, replace of constitute. It provides designers with the information when they are reusing the architecture and
its constituents at architectural design phase, and also provide architect and tools with a standard interface to use base-level architecture.

The meta-level architecture is composed of meta-component, meta-connector and RAC (Reflective Architecture Coordinator), meta-component and meta-connector are composed of two parts: first, they represent the meta-information of the elements in base-level. The meta-information includes basic meta-information and purpose-specific meta-information. (1) Basic meta-information: describing the basic information about elements in base-level, such as the id, name, methods etc of component and connector. (2) Purpose-specific meta-information (such as reuse, evolution, refinement): in meta-level architecture, elements in meta-level can not only monitor the run-time properties of the elements in base-level, but also manipulate the adding, deleting and replacing of the elements in base-level, thus controlling the evolution, refinement and reuse of the system. Towards these purposes, extended meta-information is needed, these purpose-specify meta-information should be represent in them. Second, change the base level architecture such as new, delete and replace of them based on some strategy.

RAC is used to describe the reflect/reify strategy between base-level and meta-level: the base-level architecture and meta-level architecture in the reflective architecture are mutually interactive and interacted, and their interaction should be guided by certain strategy, such as under what condition the meta-component sends the modification or replace operation to base-level. It receives the request that modifying the design at run-time from the user, and then modifies the meta-level architecture, and finally reflects the resulting meta-level to the base-level architecture.

3 The Framework and Process for Reuse through Dynamic Composition

In order to meet the requirements such as non-stopping, changing requirements and continuously evolving, based on reflection, we propose a framework and process for reuse a RSA4RDC through dynamic composition of large coarse element such as component and connector, Figure 2 is design framework for dynamical reuse.

![Fig. 2. Dynamic Reuse Frameworks](image-url)
3.1 Reuse Design Framework

This reuse design framework differs with common software because that by using reflection, software is designed at run-time, and the design is taking effect at runtime and finally verified.

This framework includes following parts: (1) a running interface of the program: it can be executed directly during the reuse process, and the resulting architecture can be verified in the running interface, (2) a design tool: through this tool, designer can design the running architecture, (3) reflective architecture of software system: it is RSA4RDC designed by design tool and verified by running interface; it is the output of the design/verification activity, (4) a component repository: it provides reusable components and connectors, as well as the design information of these elements, (5) a runtime and design support platform: it provides a infrastructure for the design and running of RSA4RDC system; translates the operation of the design into the RSA4RDC and takes effect, and then executes the new system.

3.2 Reuse Design Primitive

In the reuse design framework, we define some primitives for design. Below are the main design primitives for meta-architecture for add, delete, replace of meta-elements:

(1) find(element, condition): the operation is to retrieval component or connector which conforms to the input condition from component repository. “element” is component or construct, “condition” refer to the condition that element satisfy, and this operation return all results that coincidence with “condition”.

(2) add(element): This operation is to add meta-components and meta-connectors into RSA4RDC system.

(3) delete(element): This operation is to delete meta-component or meta-connector that no long used from RSA4RDC system, after this operation, the argument “element” will no long exist in system, and the link to other element will be unlinked.

(4) replace(old_element, new_element): This operation is used to replace an old element with new element.

RSA4RDC meta-level architecture monitor base-level component, connector and the linkage between them, below are the main design primitives for monitor the base-element of meta elements:

(5) instance: instances a component or connector, this means add new element in base-level.

(6) delete: delete an element not used in base-level architecture.

(7) changeMethod: modify element method in base-level.

(8) link: link an element to another that existed in base-level.

(9) unlink: unlink a linkage that existed in the base-level.

(10) addStrategies():This operation is to add evolution strategy according to business requirement. A RSA4RDC is a system that has evolution ability according to evolution strategies, the strategies can be predefined when the system first design,
and also can be added when the system is running because the needs of business requirement. For example, in a CS system, when concurrency Clients number exceeds a given amount, the QoS (Quality of Service) is decreased. In order to increase QoS, we can add a strategy below to gain the aim.

\[
\text{While (S.activestate=T and S.responsetime>10s) replace(S, S_{fast})}
\]

(11) execute: Only through this operation can all design activities above take into effect. After this, we can get a new redesign RSA4RDC system.

### 3.3 Reuse Design Process

In order to get a new system in runtime, designer adds, deletes, replaces components, connectors, links and evolution strategies in design interface, the process mainly includes:

1. Retrieval reusable element. It is the activity that retrieval and obtains component and connector needed from component repository through tools in design time.
2. Composition/modify/verify software system.

In this project, we develop a simple platform that provides dynamic composition design in runtime. Figure 3 is a screen-snapshot of the design interface: in this platform, we could add/delete/replace meta-component, meta-connector, define the meta-relation of elements between base-level and meta-level, and the linkage of components and connectors, add the evolution strategies of software system. After finish the design of system, click the execute button, the design platform can execute the design. And the system can dynamic take into effect in runtime. In section 5, we use the interface to design a new CS system.

![Fig. 3. Reuse Design Snapshot](image)

#### 4 Case study

Considering a CS system, we define C is a client that asks server S to calculate an input formula. And we let the origin system is a simple CS system which can only do addition and subtraction operations. User requests calculation form C and S provide
the calculation service, and send answer back to C. Figure 4 and Figure 5 is the runtime snapshot of the simple CS system.

![Fig. 4. C Component Runtime Interface](image1)
![Fig. 5. S Component Runtime Interface](image2)

In non-stopping runtime, customer requests to add the security communication between S and C component, and he also wants server providing multiplication and division function. Figure 6 is the CS base-level architecture transition graphic.

![Fig. 6. The CS Base-Level Architecture Transition](image3)

As the security, we add an E-De component which can encrypt the request formulas, and decipher the answer which server have calculated, a De-E component which decipher the request formulas which encrypted by E-De, and encrypt the answer which S or S_{complex} component calculate. And we also need add CE and DeS connector which connect C, E-De and De-E, DeS respectively. As the complex calculation includes multiplication and division operations request includes multiplication and division, we need to add S_{complex} component to the system. And also we need to add evolution strategy that replace S component with S_{complex} when the input formulas includes multiplication and division operations. In order to attain the new system, In RSA4RDC design platform, the design activities is below:

- In add meta-component input box, we input metaE-De, metaDe-E;
- In add meta-connector input box, we input metaCE, metaDeS;
- In add meta-relation input box, we input CE, metaCE; E-De, metaE-De; De-E, metaDe-E; DeS, metaDeS;
- In add Link input box, we input C, CE; CE, E-De; E-De, CS; CS De-E; De-E, DeS, DeS, S;
- In add delete link input box, we input C, CS; CS, S;
- In add Strategies input box, we input “if(C.formulas.includes(multiple) or C.formulas.includes(division), then replace(S, S_{complex})”.

At last, we click the execute button, and the system runtime&design platform can take the design into effect in runtime: through the reflection mechanism, meta-
component and meta-connector can reflect into base-level, and create new component E-De, De-E, Scomplex and connector CE, DeS, the link can change into the new linkage, in the end, the CS software architecture changes into a new CS system with evolution ability and security function.

5 Related works

Dynamic software architecture is a hot area in software engineer academic and industrial community. In this field, there are some relative research works below:

Pila [7] is a reflective ADL with dynamic ability, it enforces compositionality. And it has been designed with formal languages based on process algebras, especially CCS [8]. Pilar defines a set of primitives to make use of the reflective capabilities. The basic primitives are Avatar(α), Reify(ρ), Destroy(δ). In Pilar, connectors are just as meta-level components. And a component is defined as either a collection of interfaces or a configuration of component instances (composite component). Each interface is segmented in ports, defined as the interaction points published by the component. Each component has at least one interface.

ArchWare [9] applies an innovative approach to the architecture-centric model-driven engineering of software systems that sets the “ability to evolve” as its central characteristic. Evolution arises in response to changes to requirements as well as to run-time feedback. In order to achieve this goal, ArchWare develops an integrated set of architecture-centric languages, such as ArchWare Architecture description language, Architecture Analysis Language, Architecture Refine Language. And it also develops an IDE, which includes support formal architecture description, analysis and refine, and also code generation.

Darwin [10] is a language for describing hierarchic configurative structures. It is used to describe and control the configuration structure of a program. It provides the ability of dynamic aspects of configuration as well as static aspects. A Darwin architecture can be used both to compose component implementations to build a system and/or compose LTS (labelled transition systems) specifications of component behaviour for system property analysis.

PKUAS [11] is design and implementation for a reflective component operating platform, it based on componentized structure, PKUAS introduces SA as the global view of the whole reflective system. As a J2EE-compliant application server, it can reflect both the underlying platform and EJB components. It provides management tool and evaluates ability through reflective middlewares.

Comparing to these works above, differently, we mainly concern on software architecture dynamic reuse design and analysis. Through define RSA4RDC---a reflective architecture which can provide dynamic composition ability, combining with reflective mechanism for Reflective software architecture, we can retrieval reusable element from repository, composite them together and change evolution strategies from a running system dynamically. By this mean, we provide a solve method for designing and analysis large, complex, non-stopping and continual requirement changes system.
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